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DANISH HEELWORK TO MUSIC AND FREESTYLE RULES 

THE SECTIONS THAT ARE RELEVANT FOR THE JUDGES (THE SECTIONS ONLY RELEVANT FOR 

ORGANISERS NOT INCLUDED) 

QUALIFICATIONS/SCORES 

A routine qualifies (gain points to move up the classes) if it is receives the mark 7,5 points in each section in average 

from the 3 judges.  

So if you judge a routine and you decide it has the quality you expect at the level (class 1 (novice), 2 (intermediate) or 

3 (advanced)) you have to give it 7,5 points.  

If it is better than you expect at the level, you mark it higher than 7,5 points and if it is not as good as you expect at 

the level, you mark it lower than 7,5 points.  

CLASSES 

Official Classes 1, 2 and 3 in HTM and Freestyle. 

Length of music:  

Class 1: 2½ min 

Class 2: 3½ min 

Class 3: 4 min 

Senior: Open to dogs aged 9 years or older. It can be a mix og Heelwork and freestyle. 

Length of music: 2½ min 

Sandkasse: Open to dogs older than 12 weeks and younger than 12 months. Toys and food are allowed. No hindleg 

work without support and no jumps are allowed. You do not mark the routine, but you give written comments.  

Length of music: 2½ min 

Beginners Class: Can be a novice HTM or Freestyle routine or a mix of both. Food and toys are allowed. 

Length of music: 2½ min 

Training class: Pure training – no judging. The judge’s only job is to observe for hard handling or other unfair treat-

ment of the dog.  

6+: Groups, pairs or other teams with more than 6 feet/paws in the ring at all times. Can be HTM or Freestyle routine 

or a mix of both. Food and toys are allowed. 

Length of music: 4 mins 

RULES IN GENERAL 

 The ring must be no smaller than 12 x 12 metres. Competing teams should make good use of the ring.  

 The borders of the ring must be clearly marked.  

 The dog must not be dressed. A decorated collar is allowed.  

 The dog must be off lead, when in the ring.  

 No food is allowed in the ring.  
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 Toys are not allowed in the ring during the performance, but can be thrown into the ring once the music has 

been stopped. The handler is allowed to play with the dog for a maximum of 30 seconds AFTER the routine 

has finished and the music has stopped.  

 The team is under the judges’ order and observation from it enters the ring and until it leaves the ring.  

 No training is allowed in the ring. The team can greet the judges and do a quick trick/move and then they 

have to take their start post and must signal for the music to be started. If the handler takes too long time in 

the ring before starting the music, the head judge will ask the DJ to start the music and the routine must 

start.  

 No training aid is allowed in the ring (clicker etc.) 

 Doublehandling (help from outside the ring) is not allowed.  

 There is no training / course walking in the ring before the class starts.  

 All teams in the ring must have as similar conditions as possible. 

PROPS 

 Props, which contribute to the theme of the routine, and is used during the routine can be incorporated into 

the routine.  

 Props cannot he used as a toy to reward the dog during or after the routine.  

 Props can be placed in the ring whilst the judges judge the previous team. The handler must put up her own 

routines or bring a helper to do so. It can never take more than 2 mins to put op the props. The dog is not al-

lowed in the ring, when the handler place the props.  

 The ring must be cleared for props as soon as the routine has finished. This is the handler’s responsibility.  

 Props must never just serve as scenography  

BITCHES IN SEASON 

 Bitches in season are allowed to compete, but they are not allowed in the hall before the official classes have 

finished.  

 A handler, who brings her bitch in season into the hall before the organizer allows it, will be disqualified and 

expelled from the competition.  

 Bitches in season must compete in the end of the day.  

 

MUSIC  

 Music must be handed in as MP3 file on a USB stick. 

 One stick for each routine.  

 Each stick must be clearly marked with the dog’s and handler’s names and class.  

HEELWORK POSITIONS 

The following positions are considered to be heelwork: 
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 The dog must be parallel to the handler at all times. 

 The dog’s shoulder should be following the handler’s leg. 

 The dog must not lean against the handler. 

 

 The routine must consist of at least 75% heelwork. 

 Freestyle moves will not contribute to a higher ‘degree of difficulty’ mark in a HTM routine. 

 The dog can never be further than 2 meters from the handler during a HTM routine.  

FREESTYLE 

 A freestyle routine cannot consist of more than 25% heelwork.  

 Heelwork positions will not contribute to a higher ‘degree of difficulty’ mark in a Freestyle routine. 

 Anything move that is not heelwork is considered to be freestyle. 

DISQUALIFICATIONS 

A team can be disqualified if: 

 The handler brings food into the ring in the official classes. 
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 The handler carries a toy during the routine (in the official classes) or if the dog plays with a prop as if it was a 

toy. 

 If the dog relieves itself in the ring. 

 If the dog is out of the handler’s control in the ring.  

 If the dog stops working for the handler and leaves the ring before the routine has finished. 

 It the dog’s wellbeing is not taken into consideration. 

 If the dog is dressed in the ring (coats or harness not allowed) 

 If the team receives help from outside the ring (double handling) 

 If a bitch in season is taken into the ring before the organizer allows it.  

 If a dog behaves aggressively and can be considered a danger to other dogs or people on the show grounds.  

If a handler brings food into the ring in the official classes, he or she will be disqualified all day with all dogs and 

cannot go into the ring again that day.  

If a dog behaves aggressively and can be considered a danger to other dogs or people on the show grounds, it will 

be disqualified from all classes all day and it will be expelled from the show grounds and reported to the kennel 

club.  

OTHER MISTAKES THAT WILL BE MARKED DOWN, BUT DO NOT LEAD TO DISQUALIFCATION 

 A maximum of 1 points can be deducted (in presentation) if the dog barks continuous throughout the routine 

or through the  bigger part of the routine. A few barks limited to certain moves should not lead to deduc-

tions.  

 If a handler physically manipulates a dog into position or if a handler physically holds the dog in a positions. 

The dog must be able to take and maintain all positions by itself.  

 

THE 3 JUDGES ’ CRITERIA 

PRESENTATION AND ACCURACY (10 POINTS): 

 Teamwork between dog and handler 

 The dog must be aware of the handler’s signals and the handler must be aware of the dog’s signals.  

 Presentation and accuracy of the routine and the moves that are performed. 

 The that routine is presented with flow and without abrupt stops. 

 In HTM: that the dog is parallel to the handler in it’s heelwork position and do not lean against the handler.  

 Anything else that has to do with presentation and accuracy. 

DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY AND CONTENT (10 POINTS): 

 That the routine meets the criteria of the section it is entered (Heelwork in the HTM classes and freestyle in 

the freestyle classes) 

 That the routine is varied, has a degree of difficulty/content suitable for the level it is entered. 

 The content fits the length of the music, so that the routine is never hectic due to too many moves in too lit-

tle time or boring due to too few moves for the available time.  
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 The routine is not too repetitive. 

 The routine is choreographed so that all moves are linked together so that the routine appears to be flowing.   

 The routine is suitable for the dog’s shape and body.  

 That the routine is not jeopardizing the dog’s wellbeing. 

 The handler does not take focus from the dog.  

 There are made good use of any prop/props. 

 Use of available ring space. 

 Anything else that has to do with degree of difficulty and content.  

MUSICAL INTERPRETATION 

 The changes in speed, mood and atmosphere in the music are punctuated.   

 If the music tells a story, this should be reflected in the choreography.  

 All dog’s and handler’s moves are inspired by the music and reflected in the music.  

 Does the costume and prop suit the music/theme? 

 Anything else that has to do with artistic impression and musical interpretation.  

 


